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DEFINITIONS

Proposal Requirements for a full scientific project
TAC Time Allocation Committee – a selected group of people that will decide on which

proposals will be awarded time on SALT, and how much time they have per
priority (within their own time share).

Priority In case of target overlaps, a discriminator as to the relative importance of the
clashing proposals. There are 5 priority discriminators:
T1 : highest priority for a time-restricted observation
T2 : a time restricted observation of low priority
S1 : time unrestricted observation of the highest priority
S2 : lower priority than S1
S3 : lowest priority proposals, i.e. they are not likely to be done. This category is
expected to be oversubscribed in order to minimise  observational ‘gaps’.

Target A particular astronomical object (e.g. star, galaxy, standard) to be observed
Standard A target of known properties used to calibrate the observations
Group A set of observations that must be performed in a specific order, e.g. a standard

and the scientific object of interest.
Script An instrument-readable set of commands that define the configuration and

observational sequence for an observation.
Observation In general, a pointing to a target with a particular instrument configuration. Please

note, however, that there may be several consecutive exposures of a target
with minor differences in instrument configuration (all contained in a single
instrument script) that will also constitute an observation, e.g. calibration arc
exposures in between target exposures.

Exposure A single CCD readout, resulting in a single data file. An observation will probably
consist of several exposures, e.g. an arc (calibration) followed by a science
observation etc.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ATP Acceptance Test Procedure
ATR Acceptance Test Report
BMS Building Management System
CDR Critical Design Review
CIN Code Interface Node (a LabVIEW function to interface to other SW)
ELS Event Logger Software
EDS Environmental Display System
HET Hobby-Eberly Telescope
I/O Input/Output (Device)
ICD Interface Control Dossier
MMI Man-Machine Interface
OPT Operational Planning Tool
PC Personal Computer
PDR Preliminary Design Review
PFIS Prime Focus Imaging Spectrograph
PI Principal Investigator (Astronomer)
PIPT PI Planning Tool
PLC Programmable-Logic Controller
PMAS Primary Mirror Alignment System
SA SALT Astronomer
SALT Southern African Large Telescope
SAMMI SA Machine Interface
SC Software Component (e.g. part of the TCSS)
SCAM Salticam (Acquisition camera)
SCL SALT Command Language (sent to TCSS)
SDB Science Database
SDD Software Design Document
SDP Software Development Plan
SI Software Item (the TCSS is a Software Item)
SO SALT Operator
SOMMI SO Machine Interface
SRS Software Requirement Specification
STARCAT Object Catalogue
SW Software
TAC Time Allocation Committee
TBC To Be Confirmed
TBD To Be Determined
TCS Telescope Control System
TCSS TCS Server
TPM Telescope Pointing Machine (software for Astrometric Pointing)
VI Virtual Instrument (LabVIEW function)
WEB SALT web-server
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1 Scope

This document defines the design for the Science Database (SDB) software item of the SALT
Telescope Control System (TCS). The requirements for this software are defined in the SDB Software
Requirements Specification, document number 1732AS0003.

The SDB comprises three separate software applications that need to work together: the SDB itself, the
GUI that the PIs will use in order to access their data over the internet, and a GUI specific for the SA to
access the contents of the SDB (possibly a commercial tool).

The purpose of the SDB is:
• Store all information required by the OPT, the TCS, the instrument computer and/or the SA in

order to perform any planned observation with SALT.
• Store in a structured and easy-to-search manner to all the data pertained to a particular

completed observation with SALT.
• Store observation details (e.g. the actual track, weather conditions, operator and astronomer

logs etc) that will be useful in order to evaluate the science value of the data and recover
operational statistics.

• Store all the data future astronomers will require in order to search for particular files and re-
use particular observations once the proprietary period has expired.

The major factors that have influenced the design of the software are the following:
• The SDB is the “heart” of the telescope and a single point failure. It must store all the information

regarding all planned and completed observations and be available during the night!
• Its detailed design is intricately woven with the designs of proposals, the OPT and the

instrumentation
• Unreliability of the software and/or hardware would lead directly to telescope downtime

and inefficiency

• The overall design must be robust in order to cope with changes without requiring any major re-
design:

• The SDB design will need to be modified often during commissioning and new tables
added whenever new instrumentation is available. 

• Poor database design will result in major re-design, time wasting and inefficiency.

The design of the software is shown primarily using diagrams. A description of each table with all their
fields is also included in the document (but note comment above regarding changes).
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Referenced Documents

The following documents are referenced in this design document and are applicable to the extent
mentioned herein.

1000AB0044 SALT LabVIEW Coding Standard
1000AS0040 SALT Operational Requirements
1700BP0009 TCS Software Development Plan
1700AS0001 TCS Specification
1732AE0002 TCS Observation Planning Tool Software Specification
1732AE0003 TCS Science Database Software Specification
1732AE0008 TCS Observation Planning Tool Software Design Document

2 Software Context

Figure 1: SDB Software Context

See Figure 1 for a diagram of the software context of the SDB.

2.1 Software external interfaces.

The purpose of the SDB is to make its contents readily available to a variety of programs. Figure 1
shows the software requiring access to the SDB. All of these programs will need to implement MySQL
interfaces in order to access the data:
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o PIPT
o PI GUI
o SA GUI
o OPT
o SAMMI/SOMMI
o TCS
o Instrument computer

2.2 Development environment

The SDB will be implemented in MySQL. The PI GUI will be implemented in HTML and PHP. For the SA
GUI, commercial tools are currently being investigated.

2.3 Hardware platform

The SDB will run on the Data Processor PC. It will run over N disks as a raid 5 array in order to protect
the integrity of the data, as well as minimising telescope downtime due to hard-disk failure. The SDB will
connect to the rest of the SALT/SAAO network via a 100 Mb/s Ethernet card. It will be accessible to the
outside world via the PI GUI, which will be located on the SALT Web server.

3 High-level database design
The SDB design can be split into various (currently 10) high-level components, which contain related
information. (see Figure 2).
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Contact Info

Proposal info

Target Group Info

Target Info

Configuration InfoPFIS config Salticam config

Obs details

File details

Time Accounting
Info

Figure 2: High level SDB design

3.1 Contact info
This section contains all the contact information regarding PIs and Co-Is.

3.2 Proposal Info
This section refers to all the details which are common to all proposals, excluding target and instrument
information.

3.3 Time accounting info
This section collects all the necessary information required in order to ensure the correct time
distribution amongst the partners. It allows different time allocations for different periods (and therefore
allowing for e.g. partner’s selling off time shares).

3.4 Group Info
Each proposal is divided into one or more groups of observations, i.e. targets that must be observed in
a particular sequential order (e.g. a standard followed by a science target).

3.5 Target info
This section contains all information regarding each proposed target (including standards).

3.6 Config Info
This section describes the configuration information common to all proposed observations, regardless
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of the instrumentation required.

3.7 PFIS config
This section holds PFIS specific details. It is important to note that all of the information required to
perform the observation is contained in an instrument-specific script, which will be supplied by the PI
during Phase II. The rest of the information regarding the PFIS configuration will allow the SA to
understand the contents of the scripts, to break the information in a datafile by datafile basis and, in the
future, to be able to perform statistical analysis on instrument usage, e.g. the most popular mode of
operation, how often the polarimeter is required etc.

3.8 SALTICAM config
This section contains SALTICAM specific details. As with the section above regarding PFIS, SALTICAM
will be fully run from a script, provided “as is” by the PI during Phase II.

3.9 Observation details
This section handles all the information pertaining to a particular script and that is common to all the files,
e.g. the total amount of time charged, SO and SA comments etc.

3.10 File details
On a file-by-file basis, this section contains all the information regarding any particular datafile.

4 Full Database Design

See  Figure 3 for a diagram (not very good resolution on the screen, but it looks OK when printed)
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Figure 3: Diagram describing the SDB design. The various colours correspond to the different components
described in Section 3 and in Figure 2.

4.1 Table descriptions
Following is a complete list of the SDB tables with their corresponding fields.
Please note that, as mentioned above, these fields are likely to change in the near future, new tables added
etc. Therefore, special attention must be paid to how robust the current design is and to its flexibility.
Attention to the specific fields is important within this context.

4.1.1 PI
This table contains PI specific information, extra to that required for any SALT investigator, such as
contact information and the database username and password required for proposal submission.

Field Description Type
pi_id* Unique identifier for each PI int  (auto-increment)
i_id Identifier of appropriate Investigator information foreign int
I_phone PI phone number varchar(20)
I_fax PI fax number varhar(20)
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I_username Proposal submission username varchar(10)
I_password Proposal submission password varchar(20)

4.1.2 Investigator
This table contains Co-I specific information. Please note that all PIs also have Co-I information, while not
all Co-Is are PIs.

Field Description Type
i_id* Unique identifier for each investigator int  (auto-increment)
institute_id Identifier for corresponding Institute foreign int
I_name Name of investigator varchar(50)
I_email e-mail address of investigator varchar(50)

4.1.3 Institute
The Institute table contains only the name and address of the PI/Co-I.

Field Description Type
institute_id* Unique identifier for each partner institution int  (auto-increment)
partner_id Identifier of corresponding partner foreign int
Institute_name Name of institution varchar(100)
Institute_address Address of institution varchar(200)

4.1.4 Partner
This table specifies to which partner the PI/Co-I institution belongs. It is essentially a limited list.

Field Description Type
partner_id* Unique identifier for each partner int  (auto-increment)
Partner_name The partner to which the identifier corresponds.

There are currently 12 entries:
o Poland
o South Africa
o U. North Carolina
o U. Wisconsin-Madison
o Rutgers
o Canergie Mellon U.
o Dartmouth College
o U. Canterbury
o UK Consortium
o HET
o Göttingen

However, if any of the original partners were to
sell any of their time, the list of partners will
increase.

varchar(21)

Partner_original_alloc Original percentage of total SALT time for this
institution. New partners who buy temporary
shares from original partners will have 0 on this
entry.

float

Partner_tg_mod Whether PIs from this partner institution are
allowed to alter their target information

boolean (default Y)
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4.1.5 Time_distrib
This table handles the distribution of allowed time by each institution per period. It incorporates changes
from period to period due to e.g. a partner selling some of their time to another (possibly new) partner,
incomplete proposals that carry over, unbalanced time allocation in the previous period, etc. in order to
balance totals.

time_distrib_id* Unique identifier for each entry int (auto-increment)
partner_id Unique identifier of which partner this information refers to foreign int
Time_period Period for which this information is valid (eg 0103) char(10)
Time_alloc No. hours (ksec?) allocated for this period float
Time_charged Number of hours (ksec?) charged for this period (so far if it

refers to current period)
float

4.1.6 Proposal
This table contains the high-level proposal information.  It has two associated files, identifiable by the
proposal id:

o Scientific Justification: proposal_id.ps
o Abstract: proposal_id_abs.ps

Field Description Type
proposal_id* Unique identifier for each proposal int  (auto-increment)
pi_id Identifier of this proposal’s PI foreign int
contact_id Identifier of the contact Investigator foreign int
Pr_title Title of proposal varchar(300)
Pr_time_period Identifier indicating which period this proposal was

submitted/approved for. E.g. 0103 = January 2003 (?)
char(10)

Pr_total_req_time Total amount of time (ksec) required to complete this
proposal

float

Pr_AOA For ToOs, Act-On-Alert authorisation boolean
Pr_warning Outcome of the PIPT basic viability checks.  It will either

be PASS, or it will contain a description of the
reason(s) for failure.

varchar(500)

Pr_SA_priority Priority modification by the SALT Astronomer (when
required).  This modifier will be one of the following:

o NO – no modifier (default)
o OH – proposal on hold (e.g. for ToOs)
o T1, T2, S1, S2, S3 – to bump whole program up

or down in priority

char(2)

Pr_completed Whether the proposal has been completed boolean
Pr_phase Phase of the proposal (i.e. 1 or 2) shortint

4.1.7 CoI-Proposal
This table links the proposal information to a series of investigators (PI, Co-Is and contact person.

Field Description Type
coi_proposal_id* Unique identifier for each entry in this table int  (auto-increment)
i_id Co-I identifier foreign int
proposal_id Proposal identifier foreign int

4.1.8 Pr_time_breakdown
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This table relates each proposal to its own time allocation distribution. If the proposal involves requests
for time from more than one partner, it is described here. Then, each of those TACs must return their
fraction of total requested time divided into their allocated number of ksec per priority. Therefore, this
table may have only one entry per proposal (if only the PI’s institution is charged for the full requested
time) or it may have many entries, each entry referring to each of the partners involved.

Field Description Type
pr_time_breakdown* Unique identifier for each entry int  (auto-increment)
proposal_id Identifier of the proposal this entry refers to foreign int
partner_id Identified of the partner requested for time foreign int
Pr_req_hrs Number of ksec requested from this partner float
Pr_T1 Number of T1 ksec allocated by corresponding TAC float
Pr_T2 Number of T2 ksec allocated by corresponding TAC float
Pr_S1 Number of S1 ksec allocated by corresponding TAC float
Pr_S2 Number of S2 ksec allocated by corresponding TAC float
Pr_S3 Number of S3 ksec allocated by corresponding TAC float

4.1.9 Grp
In the case of grouped targets, e.g. a particular target may require a standard to be taken immediately
before or after the science target or perhaps more than one instrument to be used in a pre-determined
sequence, this table will contain the grouping information. 

Field Description Type
grp_id* Unique identifier for each grouping of observations int  (auto-increment)
proposal_id Identifier of the proposal this grouping belongs to foreign int
Grp_comments PI instructions specific this grouping varchar(100)
Grp_Nvisits The number of times this group of observations is to

be repeated (in separate pointings)
int

Grp_waitDays The number of days that must elapse between the
various visits (e.g. 0.5 = twice per night)

float

Grp_Ndone How many visits have been completed int

4.1.10 Grp-obsconfig
By definition, there are more than one observation configuration in each group. This table relates each
of them to their particular grouping and gives them an observation order. If order is not important, the PI
must submit the same order for each observation configuration. E.g. if the standard must be observed
before or after the scientific target, both entries in this table would have grp_obs_order  equal to 1.

Field Description Type
grp_obsconfig_id* Unique identifier for each observation belonging to

this group
int  (auto-increment)

grp_id Identifier of the particular group foreign int
obsconfig_id Identifier of the observation belonging to this group foreign int
Grp_obs_order Order in the observation sequence of the group of

this particular observation
int

Grp_OPT_order OPT order for this observation. Also modified by
(SOMMI/SAMMI/TCS?) when completed:

o 0 = not scheduled
o >0 = on the schedule
o –1 = currently being observed (or pointed to)
o –2 = finished.

Once the whole group has been completed, the OPT
will reset the –2 into 0s to make them available for re-
schedule (if necessary).

int
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will reset the –2 into 0s to make them available for re-
schedule (if necessary).

4.1.11 Obs_config
This table contains the top-level details of each observation configuration. In most cases, each entry in
this table will correspond to a single pointing of the telescope (i.e. a single track) and one instrument
script. It must be borne in mind, however, that it is possible to observe a particular target with two
instruments simultaneously (in those cases where the light can be split through a pellicle) – in this
instance, the observation configuration details here would refer to the ‘total pointing’ details.

Field Description Type
obsconfig_id* Unique identifier for observation configuration int  (auto-increment)
target_id Identifier of the target of this observation foreign int
Cfg_PI_priority Priority of this particular observation as entered by the

PI during phase 2
char(2)

Cfg_SA_priority Priority modified by the SA (if necessary). Entries
allowed are the same as in the Proposal table

char(2)

Cfg_obsMode Summary of the observing mode for display on the OPT varchar(100)
Cfg_obsTime The total number of ksec this particular configuration

requires (i.e.. total requested track time)
float

Cfg_minSN Minimum signal-to-Noise required for this observation float
Cfg_maxSeeing Maximum seeing requirements (arcsec) float
Cfg_minTransp Minimum sky transparency (mag) float
Cfg_maxSky Maximum sky brightness (mag) float
Cfg_pfis_calibShare Whether the calibration data for PFIS can be shared

with other PIs (if required)
boolean

Cfg_salt_calibShare Whether the calibration data for SALTICAM can be
shared with other PIs (if required)

boolean

Cfg_comments PI comments/further instructions varchar(500)

4.1.12 Obs_TRwindow
This table refers to time-restricted observations in which the PI specifies a (series of) requested
observation date(s) and/or time(s).

Field Description Type
obs_TRwindow_id* Unique identifier for each requested observation date int  (auto-increment)
obsconfig_id Identifier of the obsconfig this date/time refers to foreign int
TR_req_Obsdate the requested observation date/time datetime

4.1.13 Target
This table contains target-specific information. If a multi-object observation is requested, the information
here refers to the centre of the field.
This table has one file associated: the finding chart, which is named target_id.fits.

Field Description Type
target_id* Unique identifier for each scientific target int  (auto-increment)
tg_type_id Identifier of the type of target int
Tg_name Name of the target varchar(20)
Tg_ra RA of the target/centre of field (degrees) float
Tg_dec Dec of the target/centre of field (degrees) float
Tg_equinox Equinox of the coordinates float
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Tg_radot RA velocity - if it has proper motion (arcsec/yr) float
Tg_decdot Dec velocity – if it has proper motion (arcsec/yr) float
Tg_IAUstring IAU 1-line MPC formatted orbital details varchar(200)
Tg_Ephemeris Ephemeris equation of requested event (e.g. eclipse) varchar(20)
Tg_min_mag Minimum magnitude of all targets float
Tg_max_mag Maximum magnitude of all targets float
Tg_blind_offset Whether a blind offset on the target is required boolean (default N)
Tg_share Whether this target data can be shared with other

observers (e.g. if it is a standard)
boolean (default Y)

Tg_guideRa RA of guide star (degrees) float
Tg_guideDec Dec of guide star (degrees) float
Tg_guideRadot RA velocity if it has proper motion (arcsec/yr) float
Tg_guideDecdot Dec velocity – if it has proper motion (arcsec/yr) float
Tg_guideX X-coordinate of guide star in guide FOV (useful?) float
Tg_guideY Y-coordinate of guide star in guide FOV float
Tg_mag Magnitude of guide star float
Tg_salticam Whether the SALTICAM port is required for guiding (if

false, the required instrument’s own guide probe will
be used)

boolean

Tg_probe If the above is true, whether SALTICAM (instrument) is
required for guiding (if false, the SALTICAM probe will
be used)

boolean

4.1.14 Target_type
List of available target types:

Field Description Type
target_type_id* Unique identifier for each target type int  (auto-increment)
Tg_type Target type. Must restrict the list:

o Standard
o RV standard
o AGN
o Variable Star
o CV
o Supernova
o LMXB
o ... ?

varchar(20)

4.1.15 PFIS_scripts
If the observation will require the use of PFIS, the scripts are stored here. There will be more than one
script to be run for each PFIS observation (e.g. science, calibrations, darks, flat-fields...?).

Field Description Type
pfis_script_id* Unique identifier for each PFIS script int  (auto-increment)
obsconfig_id Identifier of the observation configuration the script refers to foreign int
script_type_id Identifier of the type of script foreign int
PFIS_script Contents of script text
PFIS_NRpts Number of repeats of this script on this pointing int
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4.1.16 Script_types
This table specifies the various types of scripts. It is referred to by SALTICAM and PFIS.

Field Description Type
script_type_id* Unique identifier for each script type int  (auto-increment)
Script_type Script type:

o science
o standard
o calibration
o high-level
o Mask configuration
o ...?

varchar(20)

4.1.17 PFIS_CCDconfig
If the observation is to be performed using PFIS, this table contains the CCD configuration details.

Field Description Type
pfis_ccdconfig_id* Unique identifier for each CCD configuration setup int  (auto-increment)
pfis_script_id Identifier of the script it refers to foreign int
PFIS_PB_Rows CCD Pre-binning - rows shortint
PFIS_PB_Cols CCD Pre-binning – columns shortint
PFIS_Readout_speed Speed of readout of the CCD (insert settings here) char(6)
PFIS_Gain The gain setting of the CCD (insert settings here) char(6)
PFIS_FT_Mask Frame-transfer mask setting (insert settings here) char(6)

4.1.18 PFIS_MO
If this is a multi-object observation, this table will store the location and ID of each object.

Field Description Type
pfis_MO_id* Unique identifier for each object int  (auto-increment)
pfis_config_id Identifier of the PFIS configuration these data refers to foreign int
PFIS_MO_ra RA of object float
PFIS_MO_dec Dec of object float

4.1.19 PFIS_expos
Each PFIS observation may consist of many different exposures. Therefore, this table stores specific
details about each exposure.

Field Description Type
pfis_expo_id* Unique identifier for each PFIS exposure int  (auto-increment)
pfis_script_id Identifier of the PFIS script that will requests this

exposure
foreign int

pfis_filter_id Identifier of requested PFIS filter for this exposure foreign int
pfis_polar_id What type of/whether polarimetry is required (see

PFIS_polarimetry table)
foreign int

datatype_id Type of observation (see Data_types table) foreign int
PFIS_exptime Requested exposure time (s) int
PFIS_imaging Whether this will be an imaging exposure boolean
PFIS_spectroscopy Whether this will be a spectroscopy exposure boolean
PFIS_PA Position angle of the observation (=rho angle?) float
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4.1.20 PFIS_polarimetry
This table describes the polarimetry modes allowed by PFIS:

Field Description Type
pfis_polar_id* Unique identifier for each polarimetry mode int  (auto-increment)
PFIS_polarMode Polarimetry mode. Four types allowed:

o Linear
o Circular
o All-Stokes
o None

varchar(10)

4.1.21 PFIS_filters
This table identifies all PFIS filters.  Although there is no specific  need to separate both sets of filters, it
is important from a conceptual point of view in order to keep both instruments separate.
 

Field Description Type
pfis_filter_id* Unique identifier for each PFIS filter int  (auto-increment)
PFIS_filter_name Filter name. (Filters must be specified here!) varchar(10)

4.1.22 PFIS_FP_details
If this PFIS spectroscopic observation requires the use of Fabry-Perot filters, the details are specified in
this table.

Field Description Type
pfis_fp_id* Unique identifier for each FP configuration int  (auto-increment)
pfis_expo_id Identifier of the exposure these details correspond

to
foreign int

PFIS_wcentral Central wavelength of the FP filter float
PFIS_fp_Wresolution Wavelength resolution (?) float

4.1.23 PFIS_grating_details
If the PFIS spectroscopic observation uses gratings instead of FP, the details are stored in this table.

Field Description Type
pfis_gr_id* Unique identifier for each partner institution int  (auto-increment)
pfis_expo_id Identifier of the exposure these details correspond

to
foreign int

PFIS_grating Required grating  (lines/mm) int
PFIS_Wmin Minimum wavelength of wavelength coverage float
PFIS_Wmax Maximum wavelength of wavelength coverage float
PFIS_gr_Wresolution Wavelength resolution float

4.1.24 Salticam_scripts
If the observation requires the use of SALTICAM as a science instrument, the high-level details of this
particular observation configuration are held in this table:

Field Description Type
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salt_script_id* Unique identifier for each SALTICAM script int  (auto-increment)
obsconfig_id Identifier of which observation this script belongs to foreign int
script_type Identifier of the type of script foreign int
SALT_script SALTICAM script text
SALT_NRpts Number of repeats of this script on this pointing int

4.1.25 Salticam_expos
For each SALTICAM script, more than one exposure with its own configuration is expected. This table
contains the details of all such exposures:

Field Description Type
salt_expo_id* Unique identifier for each exposure int  (auto-increment)
salt_script_id Identifier of the script that will produce this file foreign int
salt_filter_id Identifier of the SALTICAM filter required for this

exposure (see Salticam_filters table)
foreign int

datatype_id Identifier of the type of data (see Data_types table) foreign int
SALT_req_exptime Requested exposure time int

4.1.26 Salticam_filters
This table identifies all SALTICAM filters. 
 

Field Description Type
salt_filter_id* Unique identifier for each SALTICAM filter int  (auto-increment)
SALT_filter_name Filter name. (Filters must be specified here!) varchar(10)

4.1.27 Salticam_ccdconfig
CCD configuration for each SALTICAM script.

Field Description Type
salt_ccdconfig_id* Unique identifier for each CCD configuration int  (auto-increment)
salt_script_id Identifier of the script requiring the current setup foreign int
SALT_PB_Rows SALT CCD pre-binning – Rows shortint
SALT_PB_Cols SALT CCD pre-binning – columns shortint
SALT_Readout_Speed SALT CCD readout speed (insert details here) char(6)
SALT_Gain SALT CCD Gain set (insert details here) char(6)
SALT_FT_Mask SALT Frame-Transfer mask details (here) char(6)

4.1.28 Obs_stats
After each obsconfig has been completed, the SDB is required to store details for information, easy
access and/or for statistical purposes. This tables contains global details regarding the pointing.

Field Description Type
Obs_stats_id* Unique identifier for information obtained from an

observation configuration
int  (auto-increment)

Obsconfig_id Identifier of the originating observation configuration foreign int
Obs_charged_time Total time (ksec) charged to this particular observation.

By default, this should add up to more or less the total
amount of time spent on the object, as specified in the
TAC document, i.e.. from end of previous object’s last
exposure to end of  this object’s last exposure.
However, to make it simpler for time-tracking, this will
be in some sort of formula. Suggested:

float
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exposure to end of  this object’s last exposure.
However, to make it simpler for time-tracking, this will
be in some sort of formula. Suggested:
from end of last exposure (previous pointing) to
beginning of current exposure + sum of all accepted
exposure times + in-between exposures config time –
Obs_adjust_time

Obs_adjust_time The amount of time (ksec) to subtract from the total
amount of time spent on object due to e.g. bad
weather, instrument problems etc. (needs to be
entered by SA and details explained in log if non-zero)

float

Obs_SO_name Name of SALT Operator on duty during obs varchar(20)
Obs_SO_log SALT Operator’s log for the track text
Obs_SA_name Name of SALT Astronomer on duty during obs varchar(20)
Obs_SA_log SALT Astronomer’s log for the track text

4.1.29 Data_products
This table stores information regarding each data file.

Field Description Type
data_product_id* Unique identifier for each data file int  (auto-increment)
obs_stats_id Identifier of the observation this file pertains to foreign int
track_id Identifier of the track information for this file foreign int
weather_id Identifier of the weather information for this file foreign int
dimm_id Identifier of the DIMM information for this file foreign int
Data_UT_start Start of the exposure (UT) datetime
Data_exptime Actual exposure time (s) float
Data_tel_Ra Telescope RA during observation float
Data_tel_Dec Telescope Dec during observation float
Data_filename File name varchar(100)

Data_s_n Signal-to-noise ratio of the data float
Data_accepted Whether the data is good enough boolean

4.1.30 Track
This table contains all the track data belonging to the pointing.

Field Description Type
track_id* Unique identifier for each entry int  (auto-

increment)
Tr_time Date and time of the track data datetime
Tr_x X position of the tracker float
Tr_y Y position of the tracker float
Tr_z Z position of the tracker float
Tr_theta Theta angle of the tracker (definition) float
Tr_phi Phi angle of the tracker (definition) float
Tr_rho Rho angle of the tracker (= PA?) float
Tr_sky_mag Brightness of sky at time of observation (mag) float
Tr_EE50 Seeing measurement on the guidance image float
Tr_EE80 Seeing measurement on the guidance image float
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Tr_altitude Altitude of target at this time float
Tr_azimuth Azimuth of the target at this time float
Tr_airmass Airmass at the time float
Tr_focus Focus setting at the time float

4.1.31 DIMM
This table contains all the DIMM data belonging to a particular time.

Field Description Type
dimm_id* Unique identifier for each entry int  (auto-

increment)
DIMM_time Date and time of the entry datetime
DIMM_EE50 DIMM EE50 measurement at the time float
DIMM_EE80 DIMM EE80 measurement at the time float

4.1.32 Weather
This table contains all the weather information belonging to a particular time.

Field Description Type
weather_id* Unique identifier for each weather entry int  (auto-

increment)
W_time Date and time of the entry datetime
W_temp Temperature at the time float
W_wind_speed Wind speed float
W_wind_direction Wind direction float
W_dewPt Dew point float
W_pressure Atmospheric pressure float

4.1.33 Data_types
This table contains all the different data types available.

Field Description Type
datatype_id* Unique identifier for each data type int  (auto-increment)
Datatype Type of data. Possibilities are:

o Object
o Standard
o Dark
o Flat
o Arc

varcnar(10)

5 High-level interface description
Diagram 1 showed the various interfaces with the SDB.
The current section deals with some more details: where the SDB gets populated from and what
programs are allowed to view its contents:

5.1 PIPT – SDB
The PIs will populate the SDB with their proposal information (Phase I and Phase II). The PIPT will write
to the SDB only twice, once for each phase’s proposal submission. During Phase II the PIs will be able
to upload their already accepted Phase I proposal information into their Phase II proposal form. This may
enable PIs to modify their Phase I proposal contents if required and allowed by their own TAC (but this
will be flagged in the SDB).
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5.2 SDB - PI GUI
After Phase II, a PI will be able to check the status of his/her proposal(s) over the internet and
download their files. A username and password will have to be provided in order to access the SDB,
thus a PI will only be able to look at his/her data.

5.3 SDB - SA GUI
In principle, the SA GUI  will have read-write access to the full SDB contents, and will be useful in order
to modify SDB contents, e.g. priority modifiers. Commercial tools are currently being investigated for this
purpose.  For plotting of various parameters etc, it may be necessary to write the ‘next’ incarnation of
this software in Java.

5.4 SDB – OPT
The OPT will query the SDB every time it runs in order to update the list of objects available. The OPT
will update only one entry in the SDB: the grp_opt_order field of the Grp-obsconfig table (section
4.1.10).

5.5 SDB – SAMMI/SOMMI
SAMMI/SOMMI will find out which observation is scheduled next by searching the SDB for the smallest
non-zero entry in the grp_opt_order field of the Grp-obsconfig table (section 4.1.10). When the
observation/pointing starts, SAMMI or SOMMI will need to update the relevant entry in the SDB, changing
its value to –1 (this indicates this observation is currently underway).
Once the observation is complete, the Instrument computer must flag the observation as complete (i.e..
the same entry in the database must now be changed to a value of -2).

5.6 SDB – TCS
The TCS will populate the track SDB table as the observation progresses.

5.7 SDB – Instrument computer (PFIS and SCAM)
The relevant instrument computer will query the database and retrieve the scripts it needs to perform a
particular observation.
As for populating the SDB after an observation, the Instrument computer will insert the actual exposure
time of an observation and actual file names and locations.


